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World’s Unique Newspaper for and by Street and Working Children
“Balaknama is the newspaper presented by Street and Working children themselves to fight
for their own rights and problems because they are being completely ignored.

DURING STREET TALK-3 STREET
CHILDREN SHARE THEIR ‘MANN KI BAAT’

We are so obliged and happy to see that the program we organized 3 years back in 2017 of ‘Street Talk Round’ was a big hit due to which
on the occasion of ‘International Street Children’s Day’ on 12th April, we again organized the 3rd round of ‘Street Talk Round’. These 10
children are the ones who have faced many problems and difficulties in their lives and still are facing towards success due to their patience and
hard work. They all have changed their lives beautifully in different manners. These speakers are an idol for our street and working children.
Reporter Shambhu, Deepak, Kishan, Jyoti, Poonam
and others

15 years old Pankaj, ran away from
home due to his family issues and
came to railway station. He has to
face many difficulties and was not
sure of his goal. He started selling
water packets for his survival.
During this he made new fiends too with whom he
started indulging in the dark world of intoxicants. At
present, he is very happy in his life though he works
as a rag picker but he also studies after that and due
to which he overcome the addiction of intoxicants.
11 years old Hina, who used to
live in Sarai-Kaale-Khaan with her
family, telling about her past, said,
“We did not had any home for shelter
and work to earn for our survival. We
asked for help from our relatives
but nobody came forward to help us. After that, I
started working in transgender’s houses with my
parents for our survival.” At present, her lifestyle
and situations are changed. She now studies in
a government school with her younger siblings.
Telling about her dream, she said, “After completing
my studies, I want to become a doctor so that I can
provide free treatment to financially weak people and
street and working children.”
15 years old, Kishan who lives in
Sarfabad, Noida with his family,
said, “When my father died, it was
become very difficult for us to live
and survive as he was the only
single earning person in our family.
Our mother sent me and my siblings to shelter home
for our upbringing but their also the workers tried to
get physical with us. I even tried to talk about it to
other workers but no one helped us. I was going into
depression. Few days later, I ran away from shelter
home due to which I am still facing many difficulties

in my day-to-day life but at least I am happy that I
am helping my family. During the night time, I make
egg-omelet at my stall.” Sharing about his present
life, he further added, “I can happily say that though I
have to face many problems and difficulties in my life
but at present, I managed to get proper education and
work in the Street and Working Children’s newspaper
Balaknama as a talkative Reporter. I feel very happy
to spend my time with other street and working
children.”
11 years old Farzana, telling about
her family’s conditions said, “I
belong to a very poor family due to
which I have to beg from morning
till night for our survival. I don’t
understand why people abuse and
hate children who beg. Why our society doesn’t
consider us like any other children? Our only fault is
we beg? When we sell toys, balloons, birds etc why
policemen beat us? And why people don’t buy from
us? I think only because we belong to a poor family
and live in slum that’s why people hate us.”
14 years old Aarif, who has chosen
child laboring over his childhood
for his family’s survival, telling
about his story said, “I belong to
a village in Jharkhand. There was
a brick clin where I used to work
on a daily basis. I still remember those days when I
used to make bricks and if somehow even if a single
brick was broken, my boss used to beat me a lot and I
felt very low and sad that even after working so hard,
only thing I get is abuses and pain. After few days, my
father called me to Gurugram. I came to Gurugram
and started working in Bihari Mandi. The best thing
about today’s life is even after working there, I
managed to get admission in government school. I
have just completed my fifth class and entered in 6th
class. I am very happy in my life because not I work
and help my family but also I study in a government
school.”

12 years old Shivani lives in
Haraula, Noida. Sharing about her
past, she said, “I belong to a village
in Bihar. Due to poor conditions,
my family shifted to Noida. I also
dreamt of studying and going to
school like other children but due to my age, my
dream was broken. My father somehow managed
to open a small shop of tobacco and cigarettes but
I didn’t want to sit there. Few months later, my life
changed and at present I also go to school. Happily,
I have recently completed my 3rd class and entered
in 4th class.
17 years old Milkhan (changed name), has decided
to travel from Bihar to Kolkata in order to fulfill
his dream of getting education. Though the path he
took was full of dangers and difficulties, he is now
studying in 10th class. He fulfilled his dream and id
very happy and motivated towards studies. Sharing
his views, he said, “I want to continue my studies and
also want to help and encourage other children for it.”
11 years old Nandini, sharing
about her story said, “I never got
my parents care and love. When
I was very young, my mother left
our home because my father used
to drink and fight with her. After
this, I went to my relative’s home in order to get rid
of some problems but few days later, my relatives
also started torturing me. They forced me to beg and
collect garbage. Due to all this, I went to a social
organization and they helped me to join a government
school. At present, I am happy in my life.”
15 years old Shivam, have face
many difficulties in his life. Telling
about himself, he said, “When I left
my home and saw this world, it was
very beautiful. But I entered in it and
came across it, I saw the harsh
cont. on pg. 2

WHo ARE THEy? TRoUBLING STREET AND WoRKING CHILDREN
Balaknama Bureau

From some secret sources,
our reporters got to know that
children are getting kidnapped
from slums. Sadly, we still don’t
know the reason behind it and
the people who are kidnapping
children. On interacting with
parents, they said “Our children
are alone at home when we

leave for work.” Then our
reporter went to visit some
slums, there he found a child
who came back after 3 days. He
was very afraid and said nothing
in asking about kidnappers. He
only said that he was lost on
the way. This is shocking that
a child forgets his way to home
and came back suddenly after
3 days, depressed and full of

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.

fear. There is surely something
behind this. Street and working
children are very afraid these
days. They said, “Whomsoever
is doing this kidnapping should
stop it and strict actions should
be taken against him. We
children already have to face
many problems in our daytoday lives. We don’t want a
new problem.”
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EDIToRIAL
Greetings!
‘Balaknama’ is street and working children’s
newspaper. We are obliged to give its 79th edition
to you. Through the medium of this newspaper we
want to inform you about the different problems,
happenings, and situations, street and working
children are going through in their day-to-day life.
We know that you feel proud knowing that children
are moving forward but this time, they are very
sad and afraid of the accidents happening in their
slums. We feel bad to say that though our country
is becoming digital our girls are still unsafe here.
A recent incident in Gurugram with a innocent and
young girl forced street and working children to go
on a raily with the slogan of “Halla Machao; Baal
Shoshan Hatao”. Some vermin raped a 16 months
infant who was unaware of the society and just
started to understand this world. After which she
was admitted in trauma centre. In order to spread
awareness in parents for their children whom they
leave alone while going to work, our reporters and
street and working children went on raily in different
areas. Our government should also do something
really fast in order to control such crimes.
Please stay in touch like this and help us in working
for street and working children. Thank you.
The Editorial Board
Balaknama

A BEAUTIfUL CHANGE IN THE LIfE of
STREET AND WoRKING CHILDREN
From pg. 1

reality. There were people
who behaved badly with me.”
Telling about an incident,
he said, “When I went to
Haridwar with my father,
I, somehow, got away from
him and the people who hold
my hand used me for wrong
purposes. They forced me to
beg and collect garbage. Then
I met a social worker due to
who my life took a beautiful
change. At present, I study
with all my concentration and
hard work. Not only this, with
the help of social organization,
I went to UNA as a speaker
where I shared my story with
other children and informed
them various ways street and
working children are living.”
13 years old
Nitish, who
used to live
in a village,
Samastipur,

has to move to Delhi with his
family due to poor economic
conditions. After coming to
Delhi, he started working
at a noodles stall and used
to wash used utensils. Even
after coming to Delhi, it
was not easy for them to
survive. His father got
indulged in drinking and used
to ask for money at home.
He used to fight and beat
Nitish and his mother if he
does not get money from
drinking. Sadly, his father
does not live with him now,
he ran away. The encouraging
part of his story is that, even
after so much of difficulties
and
problems,
Nitish
managed to study so well that
he secured 2nd position in
5th class. He is working hard
and studying well so that he
doesn’t have to face problems
in future which he has to face
at present. He wants to live a
peaceful life.”

CHILDREN WANDERING
foR DRINKING WATER
Reporter Kishan

During a visit in Noida, our
reporters got to know that
there is a basti in Noida where
there is no facility of drinking
water. Families living there
have to wander here and there
in search of drinking water.
Children have to carry water
on their head and shoulders
from 500 meters away from
their basti. Sharing their
problems, children said,
“Some people have stalls and
rickshaws, so it is easy for
them to carry 20 liters of water
from 500 meters away on the
other hand there are some
families who don’t have any
facility of rickshaw or stall
and have to carry 20 liters on
their head. Due to which we
suffer from headaches badly.
Another sad thing is that, the
way we have to take is full of
vehicles and fast traffic. Due
to which we always fear of
getting hurt by vehicles. We

can’t even stop doing this
work as you all know how
important clean drinking
water is.” Telling more, a 15
years old girl said, “There is
a tap near our basti, but when
we go there to fill water,
worker ask more money from
us which is impossible for us
to pay. Not only this, there

are some relatives of ours to
whom when we ask for water
in need, they deny to help us.
They say that they don’t have
water. That’s why it is our
humble request to you that
please make some efforts and
come forward to help us to
get rid of this problem in any
possible way.”

WILL yoU BE ABLE To HELP THEM?
Reporter Kishan

We all love rain and rainy season. There
are many people in our country that eagerly
waits for rain but on the other hand, there
are many street and working children
who hate rainy season. Have you thought
why they hate rain so much? During your
travelling, you all must have seen street and
working children living under bridges and
slums. During rainy season it is impossible
for them to live there. To know more about
them, our reporter went to interact with
these children. Some street and working
children said, “As we live under the open
sky, when it rains during night, it is very
tough for us to survive. Not only us, but
our each and every belongings get wet.
That’s why we pray to god that rain should
not fall again in future.” Telling more, they
further added, “On the next day of rain, we
have to starve as our food items also get
wet and we don’t have anything else to eat.
We are so poor that we can’t even afford
to buy food again. That’s why we children
request you to come forward and think

about us to help us in any possible way. We
also request government to make shelters
for children and families like us so that we
can live peacefully.”

HAvE yoU EvER fELT To STAND IN oUR SHoES?

Reporter Shambhu

There are some places in
South Delhi, where street and
working children used to live
under bridges and flyovers.
At present, parks are built
at these areas. That’s why
some families have to use
trees for their shelter. You
must be surprised to think
how someone can live under
a tree? Let us talk about it in
detail. People have made their
shelter with tarpaulin under
trees shed. The shocking thing
is that, there are many shelter

homes in this area but children
don’t want to go there. Telling
about the reason, they said,
“In shelter homes, people and
children like us live. They
torture the new comers and
blame for things which we
have not done.” Sad thing is
that, children living under
tress shed are very poor. Their
fathers don’t do anything.
Mothers earn some penny
by working as house-helper
in others houses. That’s how
they are surviving. Children
spend their day in begging and
then somehow they manage
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to survive but their fathers are
always drunk. Living under

the tree is not an easy task.
Recently we got to know that

they always wear dirty clothes
because there is no proper
facility of water near their
surroundings. There is a small
tank which is full of dirty
water, which you may see in
the image. Children take bath
from it only. The tank is so
stinky that nobody prefers to
go near it. On asking children
that why don’t they prefer to
take bath from clean water,
they replied, “When we go to
any slum or station in search
of clean water, people beat us
and torture us that’s why we
are facing such problems.”
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CAN yoU TAKE
US To THAT DAy?
Reporter Shambhu

This news belongs to an
area of Noida. There are
many street and working
children who were happy
and motivated in past but at
present they are afraid and
sad. When our reporter got
to know about it, he went
to meet those children. On
meeting them, our reporter
felt that they all were very
afraid and sad and were not
ready to interact with our
reporter. Few hours later, they
started sharing their story.
Some children said, “We
were happy with whatever we
used to do in past but now we
are not able to do our work
happily. We used to sell toys
at red light and there was a
traffic policeman who used to
understand our problems and
compulsions and also used to
help us in our work. But now,
on the one side of that red

WoRKING HARD
foR CoLLECTING
GARBAGE?
Reporter Deepak

light, single road is made and
also the shift of the policeman
is also changed. The traffic
policeman, who is there at
present, does not help us
rather he does not even allow
us to stand at the red light.
In order to overcome this,
we even started wandering

here and there for selling our
toys and balloons but we are
not able to earn like we used
to earn before. That’s why
our parents are forcing us
to do work like car washing
and looking after cows and
buffalos which we seriously
don’t want to do.”

Our reporter took a visit of East Delhi during which he
found different works street and working children are
getting indulged into. The biggest shocking thing which
came to our reporter’s knowledge was that there are many
young and innocent children who work as rag pickers
for whole day and night and are surviving on the money
they earn from it. There are many family members in
their family and their parents are unable to earn enough
for their survival that’s why young children have to take
responsibilities on their shoulders for their survival.
While collecting garbage, they get hurt but they don’t
stop. They are financially weak and hence can’ afford
treatment at regular basis due to which these injuries take
a brutal change. They earn 200 rupees on daily basis.
These children travel a long way as they don’t get enough
garbage near their slum. Sharing their thoughts, they said,
“We children want that somebody should help us so that
we don’t have to work as rag pickers. We also want to
go to school like any other child so that we can make
our future bright and can go to office or company in our
future.”

IS IT EASy To CLEAN A JUNGLE?
Talkative reporter
Muskan, and reporter
Shambhu, Noida

One of our reporters visited
some areas of Noida during
which he got to know about
the problems street and
working children are facing.
Let us share about it with
you. This news belongs
to Sarfabad and Amrapali
in Noida. There are more
than 700 slum houses made
up of tarpaulin. The place
they are living used to be
a jungle. Families living
her cleaned that jungle and

started living here. Shocking
thing is that, they are still
living in a jungle. Yes, only
the houses are made in clean
areas else they are surrounded
by jungle and farms only. Not
only this, there are a lot of
poisonous snakes and insects
in this jungle.
Sharing about her story,
a 14 years old girl, Muskan
said, “At times, snakes enter
into our slum and we fear
that they may bite us.” On the
other hand, another girl, Pinki
said, “Our homes are made up
of tarpaulin sheets. Whenever
snakes find a hole or small

space, they enter into our
home due to which we
always fear that they may
poison our food items too
because our parents keep
the food on the floor only
and we children fear while
eating it.” Requesting for
some kindness, children
said, “We want that
either the snakes should
be removed from our
surroundings or jungle
should be cleaned else we
children and our families
should be provided a safe
shelter where we can live
peacefully and safely.”

WHy CHILDREN ASKED foR BRIDGE CoNSTRUCTIoN?
go there for playing. Another
thing is that accidents happen
on this track on a regular
basis.” Sharing about a recent
incident, children said, “Few
days back, a man met an
accident on this track. When
we are away from our home,
that accident scene comes in
our mind.”
Telling more, another 14

Talkative reporter Rimjhim
and reporter Poonam

This story belongs to an
area of the city of taj, Agra.
There were some children,
who used to work as rag
pickers but with the help of
some social workers and their
parents, they started studying
in government school. But at
present, children are denying
to go to school rather they
are forced by their parents. If
parents will not force them,
they won’t go to school. Let
us know about it in detail.
Telling about their views, a
13 years old girl, Rimjhim
said, “Our siblings are all
alone when our parents go

CHILDREN'S HELP
LINE NUMBERS
to work. We fear of getting
something wrong with them.

There is a railway track near
our slum and children usually

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.

CoNTACT THESE ToLL fREE
NUMBERS If yoU fACE ANy
PRoBLEM.

years old Bulbul said, “We
have to cross railway line
while going to school. As the
school is very far from our
home, we have to walk on
busy roads. That’s why we
children want that a boundary
should be made near our slum
and also a bridge should be
built for crossing the railway
line.”

Child line Number

1098

Police Helpline Number

100
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WHy Do PEoPLE BEHAvE RUDELy WITH US?
our survival so they decided to
move to city thinking that after
moving from here they will be
able to manage to earn and
educate us. But who knew that
even after coming to city, my
parents have to wander here
and there in search of work.
After coming to city, instead of
getting rid of our problems, we
have to face new difficulties in
our lives now. After few days,
they got some work but still we
did not have any shelter. With
the help of the contractor, we
got a house in the area full
of trees and bushes for which
my parents have to pay 500

Reporter Shambhu

This news is about those
children whose parents leave
their hometown in order to
earn something and educate
their children but end up
coming to cities where they
think, don’t have to face any
problem. But does it happen?
Let us know about it. Through
the medium of this news, a
15 years old girl shared her
story. She said, “I used to live
in Bengal with my family.
There was no proper facility
of anything. My parents were
not able to earn enough for

IS IT RECoMMENDED To
USE SUCH SMART-PHoNES?
Balaknama Bureau

Our reporters organized a
group meeting with all the
street and working children
in which they participated
with full motivation and
encouragement and shared
current
problems
and
situations they are facing.
During the meeting, a 15 years
old girl said, “Our country
is becoming digital day-byday. We, street and working
children, are very happy to
see that people are using smart
phones for normal things
which were difficult during
past like sending messages.
Before we used to write
letters and send them through
post which takes 3 to 4 days
to reach to our relatives or
friends and now we just have

to type it and it is received on
the other side.” Like any other
thing, if something is good
then it is bad too. It depends
on the person how he/she is

STREET AND WoRKING
CHILDREN EATING REMAINS
fRoM THE GARBAGE
Reporter Jyoti

Our reporters organized a
support group meeting with
the street and working children
in West Delhi in which
children participated and
shared about their problems
and compulsions. During the
conversation they said, “Our
parents have to leave home
early in the morning in order to
go to work for earning due to
which they are not able to make
food for us. If they don’t go to
work then it will be difficult for
us to survive. The food they
cook for us is finished till the
afternoon and then we starve
for the whole day till night.”
Telling more, they said, “There
are some neighbours who
collect garbage. When they
come to our slum, we children
go to them and search for
the food items and fulfill our
stomach by eating it.” Some
other children said, “While

using it. From some sources
we got to know that there
are some teen boys who just
wander here and there. They
use smart phones for clicking
vulgar pictures of girl while
they defecate or bath. Not
only this, they upload it
on social networking sites
and YouTube for troubling
innocent girls. On interacting
with some girls, they said,
“When we share about it
to our parents, instead of
believing and helping us, they
beat us. They are not ready to
listen that it is not our fault.
That’s why it is our request to
the ones who do such things
that please stop doing it. It
not only affects us but our
families too. Please use smart
phones for good purposes not
for such vulgar acts.”

rupees to the contractor. Even
after facing so many problems,
whenever government orders
for breaking slums, my family
has to live in fear of leaving
our shelter again. At present,
there is a bridge construction
going on for Greater Noida
near our slum due to which
we are order to shift our home
again. We understand that
living near construction area
is dangerous but why don’t
government think about us
before giving permission for
the construction. If our family
has to move here then where
will we go now?

CHILDREN DEPRIvING fRoM
STUDIES IN oRDER To fULfILL
THEIR fAMILy’S RESPoNSIBILITIES
Reporter Aanchal

During a visit in Lucknow, our
reporters got to know that there
is a small area in Lucknow
which is converting into a child
laboring hub for street and
working children. Our reporter
saw some children selling
fishes in the market and he went
to talk to them. On interacting
they said, “We are so young
that we fear while cutting the
fishes but we have to do this
work for our family’s survival.
There are many fishes that bite
and injure us by their antennas.
If somehow fishes bite or injure
us, we have to face a lot of pain
and at times fall ill.” There
were some more children who
sell vegetables. Our reporter
interacted with them too.
During the conversation, the

children said, “We belong to
poor families but there are
many members in our families.
Our parents are unable to fulfill
our basic needs with whatever
they earn that’s why we have
to do this work for our family.”
The reporter then asked, “What
are the types of work you do
in this market?” They replied,
“Trucks full of fruits like
banana and apples comes in
this market. We children empty
those trucks for which we earn
50 rupees per truck. It takes 2
hours for a single truck to empty
it.” Sharing their feelings, they
said, “We are doing this work
under compulsions. If we don’t
help our family it will be next
to impossible for us to survive.
We also want to study like
other children and make our
future bright but we can’t.”

MoUSE TRoUBLING STREET
AND WoRKING CHILDREN
Reporter Kishan

searching for food in the trash,
we have to face stinky smell.
But we don’t think about it and
eat the food as we are hungry.”
Sharing their wish, they further
added, “We children don’t
want any big house or car, we
only wish for our parent’s job
so that they don’t have to go
so early. They will have to go
to job for proper timings and
then they can manage for cook
enough food so that we don’t
have to starve and eat from the
garbage.”
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Our reporters organize a
support group meeting in
Noida in which street and
working children and children
of Badhte Kadam participated
with full encouragement. They
shared about their problems
and difficulties they are facing
in their present life. A 13 years
old boy said, “You all know
the situations and conditions
we are living. Our parents
are working really hard for
our survival. They are forced
to work as house helpers due
to our compulsions.” Telling
about
current
problems,
children said, “There is a lot
of garbage near our slum due
to which the number of mouse
and flies are getting increased
day by day. Our parents buy
grocery for whole month on
the day they get their salary so
that they don’t have to worry
about it again and again. But

due to these mice we are much
tensed. These mouse and rats
enters our home and infect all
the grocery. Not only this, but
they also bite us at the night
when we are sleeping and
that’s why we are afraid of
them. Our parents can’t even
leave this place and move
from here as we don’t have any

other place to live at and also
our parents are earning enough
here for our survival. That’s
why it is our humble request to
everyone that if possible then
please come forward and help
us by cleaning this garbage in
our surroundings so that we
can get rid of this problem as
soon as possible.”

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.
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WILL THEy GET CLEAN WATER To DRINK?
Talkative reporter Chandni
and reporter Shambhu

This time our reporters have
brought
heart-threatening
news. You people must know
some people who don’t use
water if it kept outside the
fridge for more than a single
day. According to them, that
water may get infected with
germs and insects. Through
the medium of this news, you
will get to know about the
street and working children.
The way they are fighting
for drinking water. When our
reporter interacted with some
street and working children,
they said, “We have to fight

for filling drinking water
because Jal Board water tank
comes once in a week in our
slum. People fight because
everybody knows that if they
are unable to fulfill their tanks
and buckets then they have

to wander whole week for
drinking water.”
Telling more, a 14 years
old girl said, “We have to use
this water for one week.” Our
reporter saw a government
hand pump in their slum.

WILL THEIR WISH EvER CoME TRUE?

Talkative reporter
Nasruddin and reporter
Shambhu

We are very happy to say
that the street and working
children who were indulged
in some kind of work or
begging are now going to
school on a regular basis. A
social organization came to

their slums and encouraged
children and their parents by
telling them the importance
and benefits of getting
education.
After
which,
street and children started
going to school. Though the
social workers have stopped
going to their slum but still
children are getting ready by
themselves as their parents

HAvE yoU EvER THoUGHT
of fACING PRoBLEMS foR
GETTING EDUCATIoN?
Reporter Deepak

During a visit in East Delhi, our reporter got to know that
there are many street and working children living there
with their families. Many have their own house and some
are living on rent. Normal rent for a single room is 2000
rupees per month. Everything is fine there in fact children
are going to school also but the only sad thing is that they
don’t have any government school near their area. That’s
why children have to take a dangerous path at the place of
the long one. This short path includes the railway track.
Nobody knows the timings of the trains. Children always
fear of meeting an accident as the train passes by at high
speed. They always think that will they come back to
home? Children, expressing their feelings said, “We have
seen animals getting cut on this railway track and that’s
why we fear more. But this fear can’t stop us from getting
education. We will not stop going to school. We don’t
want to wander here and there in search of work like our
parents rather want to spend a happy and peaceful life for
which we have to study and we will study.”

have to leave for work before
their school timings. School is
at about 3 km from their slum
and children have to cover
this distance by walking only
and still they don’t have any
problems in this. The only
sad part is that this 3 km
distance involves a ring road
too which is always full of
heavy and fast vehicles. Even
after red rights, you will not
understand from where the
vehicle cam and passed by.
That’s the only thing from
which children are afraid of.
Children are motivated to go
to school but ring road is the
only thing which stops them.
While crossing the roads, they
just pray for not meeting any
accident. That’s why children
want that the traffic should be
controlled on the ring road
and a crossover bridge or path
should be made for people and
children who want to cross
the road so that they don’t
met any kind of accident and
reach to their destiny safely.”

Seeing it, he asked children,
“Why don’t you use this
hand-pump?”
The children replied,
“The water comes from it is
very salty and after drinking
it we fall ill. That’s why we

children want that if the Delhi
Jal Board tanker can’t come
on a regular basis, it should
come on alternative days so
that we can get clean drinking
water and we can live a
healthy life.”

CHILDREN foRCED To LIvE
IN STINKy ENvIRoNMENT
Reporter Aanchal

During the visit of a slum of Lucknow, our reporter saw that
there is a lot of jhuggi-jhopdi in this slum. He also got to
know that parents of the families living there, leave home
early in the morning for work and children have to stay
back, unknown of everything. It came to our knowledge
that families living in this slum throw their garbage in the
lake near their slum. Due to this, this drain is getting full
of garbage and the water is not flowing. Also it became
very stinky. Not only this, the drain is not cleaned regularly
rather once in 5 to 6 months. Children sharing their thoughts
said, “Our parents cook food and leave for work early in the
morning that’s why they don’t know anything. But as soon
as the sun rises, the drain starts stinking and it is next to
impossible for us to live here. Not only the garbage and
foul smell but it is giving rise to flies and infection too. At
times, when our siblings, unknowingly, forgets to put the
lid of the utensil, these flies sit on our food and infect it too.
We know that eating this food is unhealthy and yeas, we
also vomit and fall ill, but we don’t have any other choice.”
Requesting for some help they further added, “We children
request you to help us in any possible way. Also it is our
suggestion and request to the government to clean this drain
as soon as possible and also on a regular basis or some
arrangements should be done at the drain so that the foul
smell does not comes in the outside environment so that
we can get rid of all the infection and breather in healthy
environment.”

oUR WoRK IS THE oNLy
WAy To oUR EDUCATIoN
Reporter Shambhu

Our reporter visited the central
market of South Delhi. During
the visit he got to know that
there is a market in this area
where rich people come. Our
street and working children
also go there for selling
things like toys, balloons etc.
Through some medium we got
to know that some committee
members also come in this
market that take the things
from the street and working
children and torture them
by asking money. Not only
the committee members but
policemen also torture them.
Telling about the problems,
children said, “Policemen
come to this market in casuals.

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.

They snatch our belongings
and things we sell. On asking
back for it, they torture us and
abuse us.” Telling more, a 14
years old boy said, “There are
some informers of policemen.
They snatch our things and

ask for money to take it back
from them. If we are unable to
pay them, they torture us and
do not give our belongings
back.” Another 15 years old
girl said, “Our parents have
admitted in school after facing
so many problems. If things
don’t get better, then we fear
that they may take our names
back.” Children said, “It is our
humble request to committee
members and policemen to
not to behave like us with us
and torture us. They should
allow us in the market to sell
things. The earning we get
from this market is used for
our survival and education.
If we don’t do this work then
how will manage to survive
and get proper education?”
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SLUM oR A GARBAGE HUB?

Talkative reporter Riya,
Muskan and Asha and
reporter Shambhu

Our reporter visited South
Delhi, Gurugram and Noida.
After which he got to know
that there is a lot of garbage
in these areas other than the
rich areas. Why? Why is it
so? You will get the answers
after reading the Balaknama
newspaper in details. Our
reporter interacted with some
street and working children
and asked, “What is the
reason behind the increment
of garbage in your slum?”

The children replied, “If the
garbage truck doesn’t come
to our slum then garbage will
only spread. Our mothers have
to leave home for work as
house helpers that’s why after
cooking food for us she ask us
to clean and house and throw
the garbage. There is not even a
single place in our slum where
we can throw the garbage
because the one we had is now
full of trash that’s why we
throw it in our surroundings
only.” Same like this, when
our reporter went to the areas
of Noida and Gurugram, he
felt the same and saw that the

places where people live are
full of garbage. After going

near to the garbage, he saw
that the remains of the fish and

meat which slum people eat
are also thrown in this garbage
due to which it was stinking.
On the other hand he saw some
children eating food. There
were many flies sitting on their
food and their body which
came from the garbage only.
Children living in this slum
said, “We took the broomstick
and cleaned our slum but few
days later, it again turned into
a garbage hub. We children
want that garbage truck should
come to our slum in order to
take the trash and garbage then
only we will be able to live in a
healthy environment.”

GIRLS ASKING foR STRICT PRoCEEDINGS

Reporter Jyoti

This news belongs to the City
of Taj, Agra. When one of our
reporters was on the visit of
Agra, a girl came to her and
talked about the problems
street and working children
face. She said, “As we grow
and our body develops, cloud
of tensions and problems also
come on our heads. When
we are born, our parents hate
us just because we are girls.
Due to social awareness, our
parents agreed for educating
us and admitted in school.
At present, we are studying

in 10th class. But what’s the
profit? Does not matter how
much we score or do well
in studies, our parents will
motivate our brothers only?
It is ok for us to face this in
our homes but we feel bad
when the same happens in
our schools too. There is no
difference for us in school and
at home.” Telling more, she
said, “There are some shops
behind our school. We don’t
bother with the boys working
there but still they harass us
and talk filthy about us. When
we have to leave for our
home, these boys follow us

and sing bad songs. We, girls

also decided to talk about it to

our parents but then we fear
that they don’t talk to us with
love, will they help us? We
fear that instead of helping
us, they will order us to stay
at home and we have to leave
our school. That’s why we
took help from the policemen.
Policemen warned those boys
due to which for some days
those boys did not came and
harassed us but few days later,
they stared again. We girls
want that strict actions and
proceedings should be done
against these boys so that we
can continue our schooling
without any problem.”

Are we educated
enough to answer
their questions?
Reporter Jyoti

CHILDREN ASKING foR RED
LIGHT; AfRAID of ACCIDENTS
Talkative reporter Dilip and
reporter Shambhu

This story belongs to Sarfabad,
Noida. There are more than
5oo slum in this area. Families
living there are working and
parents have to leave their
children home alone for work.
There is a crossroad where
vehicle passes by at high speed
irrespective of the red light. The
problem is that children come
near to this crossroad while
playing when they are home
alone. On interacting with
their parents, they said, “While
going to work and coming
back from work, we just pray
for our children’s well being.
We always fear that they may
meet an accident on this road.

Due to this we are not able to
work properly. We can’t even
leave our work to look after our
children as then it will be next
to impossible for us to survive.”
Telling about themselves,
some children said, “We have
to cross the road for taking
food items from the shop. We
fear that we may get injured
by the vehicles. That’s why
we suggest that as like Delhi,
red lights should be built at
red lights and CCTV cameras
should be there to capture the
vehicles that do not follow the
traffic rules. By this, not only
street and working children
but normal people who have to
cross the roads will be able to
cross it without worrying about
their life.”
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We don’t want to hurt
anybody’s
feelings
and
attitude. Our only intention is
to put forward the problems of
street and working children so
that they can get rid of them.
During a visit in a slum, we
got to know that girls are still
being discriminated. There
are still families in which
people are encouraging boys
and on the other hand they are
feeling bad on the birth of the
girl child. Parents don’t allow
girls elder than 14 years to go
to school. According to them
it is important for girls to
learn house works rather than
studying. That’s why girls of
this slum are much tensed and
depressed. They say, “In the
age of studying and playing,
we are forced to do household
works which we don’t like.
Our parents don’t ask our
brothers to do such work in
fact after coming back to
home from school they are
given milk, fruits and other
things to eat. On the other
hand, same parents behave
rudely with girls. It was not
our wish to be born as a girl.
We all want to ask you that
why does society do this with

cont. on pg. 7

STREET AND WoRKING
CHILDREN fACING PRoBLEMS
Reporter Poonam

During a support group
meeting, some children said,
“We used to make hunters in
our past. As we all know that
hunters are not in demand
these days so our parents
stopped doing this work. We
used to work for whole night
and then sell them during the
day time. But due the loss, it
became very difficult for us to
survive here. So our parents
refused to do this work. For
some days we have to starve
as we did not had any money.
During this our parents
wandered here and here in
search of some work. As I

am young, nobody is ready
to give me work. Then our
parents went to some villagers
who do farming. As this is the
time for potato harvesting,
farmers kept us on the work of
harvesting. This work is more
hectic than making hunters.
As the sunshine is too harsh
these days, while harvesting
in the farm, we feels like
going back to our home or
sit under a shed. Our body
sweats badly. But due to our
compulsions, we have to do
this work. We don’t even get
proper amount for our work.
After working for whole day,
we earn 100 rupees and 2 kg
potato as our income.”

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.
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fEARfUL PEoPLE LIvING IN PoLLUTIoN
Reporter Shambhu,
Gurugram

Our reporters organized
a group meeting with the
talkative reporters during
which we got to know about
a concern problem. There is
a slum in Gurugram where
many street and working
children live with their
families. Only problem is that
the parents have to leave for
work early in the morning
around 5 am due to which
they have to cook food for
their children in the morning
only. They don’t use stove

or gas for cooking purposes
rather use woods for it due to
which there slum is at high
pollution risk. Then there are
some neighbours who fight
due to this smoke. Telling
about their feelings, children
said, “Due to these fights and
smoke we are very irritated. It
is very tough for us to survive
in such noisy and polluted
area. Our parents are also no
able to sleep properly. They
come home tired and then
fight for ourselves.” The
reporter then asked, “Why
don’t your parents use gas
stoves for cooking in order

‘fATHER’ IS THEIR HURDLE
Reporter Jyoti

The number of children
indulged in child laboring is
increasing day by day in our
country. During a random
visit, our reporter met such
children. On interacting with
him, children said, “Our
fathers don’t do any work.
Our mothers work as house
helpers and we survive on her
earning only.” Telling more,
they further added, “In order
to fulfill our basic needs, we
also started working. We earn
by showing monkey dance
and their games in streets.
At times when we don’t earn
anything, we are forced to
beg under compulsions. Even
after all this, our fathers don’t
understand our problems.
When we go back to our home
and don’t give any money to
him, he tortures us and at times
beats us too. He does the same
thing with our mothers too.

to get rid of this problem?”

WILL THEIR DEMANDS GET fULfILLED?
Talkative reporter Munni
and reporter Shambhu

Sadly, he forces our siblings
who are very young to beg. We
also want to study like others,
if we tell this to him, he beats
us.” Sharing their feelings, they
further added, “We only want
our fathers to quit drinking
and be a little kind towards us.
We want him to understand
our feelings and respect our
mothers. We also want to live
as a happy family.”

When our reporter visited a
slum of South Delhi, he saw
that there are more than 700
families living in this slum.
Most of them belong to
Kolkata, Bihar, and Bengal.
There they work as house
helpers and rag pickers for
their survival. During the
visit, our reporter saw some
children filling water bottles
and going towards open
grounds. He asked, “Why
and where are you going
with the water bottle?” The
children replied, “We have to
defecate in open area only.”
The reporter then said, “But
there is government toilet
outside our slum. Why don’t
you use it?” They further
replied, “That public toilet is
always busy. We only have
3 public toilets for so many

WE WANT To STUDy; DoN’T WANT To WoRK
Reporter Jyoti

Our reporters organized a
support group meeting in East
Delhi. During the interaction,
many children shared their
problems. One girl from them,
said, “Most of the families
living here belong to Bengal.
Everyone living here work as a
rag pickers and the earning they
get is used for their survival.
They have to leave around 5 am
in the morning for collecting
garbage because if they go late,
then people will leave for work
and they will not get to collect

Are we educated
enough to answer
their questions?
From pg. 6

us? They want daughter-inlaw but refuse to accept a
daughter. What have we done
that you people discriminate
between boys and girls, forget
about boys and girl, between
your own daughter and son?”

A 15 years old girl replied,

“Our parents used to cook on
gas stoves only but due to a
recent accident, our parents
denied and are afraid of using
it.” Telling more about the
accident, she further added,
“In order to get rid of fights
and pollution, one of our
neighbours brought gas stove
for cooking. Few days later,
somehow, gas leaked and
their house and belongings
were burnt into the fire. After
that accident, no one in our
slum dares to bring the gas
stoves. They also fear that
something wrong may happen
with them too.”

people that’s why we children
have to defecate in grounds
only. It was better before the
construction of these public
toilets. Nobody used to fight
for it. After the construction,
people fight for using them
which we children don’t like.

CHILDREN SoUND
UNSATISfIED WITH
THEIR WoRK

Reporter Deepak

garbage. The collected garbage
is then cleaned by the young
children.” Children, sharing
their harsh feelings said, “We
don’t like to do this work. But
we don’t have any other option.
If we deny doing this work then
our parents will get angry, also
they have work more hard for
our survival. We do this work
only for helping our parents.”
Another girl said, “There are

many children who get indulge
in this work from 4 am in the
morning till late in the evening.
We children are not getting
any time and opportunity to
study. That’s why we want
that something should happen
so that we can also fulfill our
dream of studying. We want to
study so that we don’t have to
do this work in our future and
can help our parents.”

Balaknama has taken permission from children for their pictures. Names are changed.

We do have to face many
problems while defecating
in open area that’s why we
request government to make
the public toilets according to
the number of people living in
a slum so that nobody has to
fight for their turn.”

Our reporter organized a
group meeting with talkative
reporters of Balaknama. In
this meeting, our talkative
reporter shared their problems
and the situations street and
working children are facing
in their daily lives. We are
sorry for keeping the name
of this place suspicious as
it is for street and working
children’s well being only.
After interacting with street
and working children we got
to know that children are
indulged into some or other
type of work with their parents
for their survival and are
deprived of studies. Number
of children going to school is
very less as compared to the
children who are indulged
into child laboring. Some
talkative reporter said, “Most

of the people living here,
work as rag pickers and clean
the garbage. Many belong to
Bengal-Muslim community.
Children usually waste their
whole day in cleaning the
garbage.” One of our reporters
saw that this garbage is so
stinky that it is impossible for
a normal person to breathe
near it and innocent street
children are working there
for whole day. Children
sharing their feelings said,
“While cleaning the garbage
it comes in contact with our
body which we really hate.
We children don’t have big
dreams. We only wish for a
proper and good job for our
parents where they can earn
enough for our survival so
that we can get rid of this
dirty work. After that only
we will be able to study and
secure our future.”
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WILL I EvER GET A CHANCE
To Go THE SCHooL?
Reporter Kishan

This heart-threatening story is of a 13
years old young boy, Arjun. He lives in a
slum of Noida whose name has been kept
suspicious. Telling about himself, Arjun
said, “We used to live in Kunjvihar village
but due to financial issues we shifted to
Chhatarpur village. We stayed there for
four years. During this time, my father
fall ill and used to catch fever on a regular
basis. Due to no money, we were unable
to provide him proper treatment and
eventually he died. That time I was only 6
years old. Seeing all this, one of neighbours
told us that there is a place in Noida where
we can get work and earn enough for our

survival so my family shifted to Noida
with a hope that we may get rid of some
of our problems here. After coming here,
my mother and I started working at a
chicken meat shop. Since I want to have
a bright future, I also started going to a
contact study point where I used to study.
But seeing this, he shop owner tortures my
mother and screams that he has not given
us job for studying. I work there since 8
am in the morning till 10 pm in the night,
which I don’t like. It is my humble request
to you people to come forward and help
us in any possible way. I want to study. I
don’t to spoil my future.”

WHy PEoPLE ARE
So RUDE To ME?

Reporter Sangeeta

Let us meet a 14 years old street child and know about the
problems and situations they live under. Telling about his
family, he said, “There are 6 members in my family and all
are indulged in some kind of work. My father drives tempo.
My mother works as a house-helper. My elder brother drives
rickshaw and I, myself polish shoes on the roadside. Sadly,
my family members are indulged in drinking. Shocking
thing for me is that my sisters also drink.” Sharing more
about his family, he said, “Everyone knows that my each
and every family member do some work but nobody knows
that we survive on the income of only two persons: me
and my mother. Whenever I come back from work, I give
my income to my mother and she uses this money for our
basic needs. But other members use their daily income for
drinking alcohol. When I don’t go for work due to health
issues, my mother beats me. I know she is irritated due to
my other family members but I feel sad that she knowingly
tortures me.”

BALANAMA AND BADHTE KADAM IN HEADLINES
We are sharing some photos related to these moments with you.

Balaknama thanks to the Diamond Sponsor, Sardar Nagina Singh Ji, for helping
us in publishing our newsletter. You can also help us for publishing.
This newsletter is for limited delivery only. All the pictures are printed by
the approval of the children.

Balaknama is written originally in Hindi by children reporters. This is
translated version of Hindi and translation assistance is taken from adults
ensuring the original feel intact. Translated by Vibha Shakya.
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